
LINE SEIZURE EXPLAINED

Kings III Line Seizure: The Proper Way to Share  
a Phone Line
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With our unique dialer, all phone calls are consolidated, enabling simultaneous two-way 
communication between each elevator cab and our Emergency Dispatch Center. As each phone is 
activated it sends an identifying signal, allowing our operators to locate each caller to the specific cab, 
as ADA requires. We support up to 8 elevator cabs on a single Kings III dialer.

Kings III’s voice communication line seizure technology enables true two-way communication of 
multiple emergency phones on a single existing line, eliminating the cost of dedicated phone lines. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

With Kings III’s smart dialer, all phone calls consolidate to 
enable simultaneous two-way communication between each 
elevator cab and our monitoring station. As each phone is 
activated, it sends an identifying signal allowing our operators to 
locate each caller as ADA requires. 

What does phone line seizure 
mean and how is that different 
from line sharing?  
Line sharing means that a telephone line is 
used by more than one telephone device. Our 
smart line seizing technology captures and 
takes over an existing phone line for use by our 
emergency phones. 

Why would I want a line to be 
seized instead of shared? 
Our unique line seizure enables our emergency 
phones to take over a phone line and use it to 
contact the Emergency Dispatch Center, while 
blocking access by non-emergency devices 
until the emergency call is completed. With 
line sharing, a non-emergency device may 
block emergency calls exposing you to liability.

Doesn’t code say they have to be 
dedicated lines?  
No, the intent of the code is that the 
emergency phone always have priority access 
to the phone line. Kings III offers reliable 
technology to ensure code compliance while 
eliminating your need for costly dedicated 
emergency phone lines.

Can my emergency phones seize 
any phone line and be code 
compliant?
Yes, with our technology your emergency 
phones are compliant when seizing any  
non-essential POTS line (fax or secondary fire) 
in your building. This eliminates the need for 
you to pay for a costly dedicated phone line 
to your elevator. We can help you check your 
local county codes for compliance. 
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Problem: Fails ASME and ADA because all phones will not work 
simultaneously. One phone off-hook prevents remaining phones 
from operating properly, often blocking calls completely. 

Operator cannot call back into individual elevators. When 
multiple elevator phones are in use, operators may not be able to 
play the location message.
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